E1-1: SIMPLE CARINATED CUP WITH ONE CORDON CONSTRUCTING WAIST

1. Hacheston, rim wider than carination; not illus. post-43 -
2. Buxford, 1926, nos.26, 32, 33. -B -
   1966 group B, no.6. 1B -
   C3, CM 83, 1956 [1510]. - -
   AD10-61 - 
   Cam.212B: Roman, pit A1.
   AD49-61 -
   Cam.212C: Roman, stray.
   - -
   Cam.209D: native ware, wide; site A1. AD10-43 -
   Cemetery, 1951 [955]. 2B -
   Head Street [1072], Roman. post-43 -
5. Kelvedon, Campen coll. [1455]. -S -
   Durwards Hall [61]. 1B+ -
7. Chelmsford, Arc Works [779]. (1B) -
   Museum, no provenance [782]. - -
8. Creekside [663], [666]. 1B -
9. Burnham-on-Crouch ?1931 [47]. -B -
10. Canewdon, Scotts Hall Farm [712], [714]. -B -
11. ?Orsett, Martin Coll. [945], [944]. - -
12. Mucking (not illus.). -S -
13. Prittlewell, Roots Hall [219]. -B -
14. Shoebury [1103] =AB 135, + bronze fragments. 1B+ -
15. Holborough [245]. R 1B -
   Highgate phase 1 (not illus.). 2S -
17. Braunging, 1972 early features (not illus.). -S -
   2B+ -
19. Welwyn Garden City main grave nos.8, 9.
   1S -
20. Grubs Barn period 1 ditch, nos.6, 12.
   1S -
   -S -
22. Prae Wood, unmarked [682].
   group B no.37, II.
   AD5-40/45 -
   LIII [300].
23. Verulam Hills Field grave 15, no.15B.
24. Gorhambury (not illus.). 1S -
25. Shillington [3]. -B -
26. Abington Pigotts pl.11, D.
   -S -
27. Aston Clinton, no.54.
   - -
29. Caldecote, occupation, large & rounded (not illus) 3S -
30. Radwell, no.4. R RS -
31. Odell: several, large & small (not illus.). R 3S, 2B -
32. Harrold no.101, from pit; no.113, unstratified. R 1S -
33. Stoke Goldington period 1, no.86. R AD50-60 -
34. Hardingstone, nos.69, 71-73, ditch 1 upper fill. R post-43 -
35. Northampton, Moulton Park enclosure 1 ditch,
   51-53. R 1S -
   enclosure 2 ditch, primary fill no.175. 1S -
   middle fill, 112-7, 120. R 1S -
   top fill, no.94. R 2S -
36. To contents page
E1-1: simple carinated cup with one cordon constricting waist.
36a = Moulton Park; 36b = Camp Hill.
Notes
A form with fairly rigid limits: always angular, always a three-angled profile. Occasionally the rim is splayed out wider than the carination, or the cordon is missing from the waist. It can be square in proportion, or wider and squatter. It does not seem to be found in Kent before the conquest; Holborough is probably late and Richborough certainly so. Carinated forms in general are not usual in Kent. It is common in Essex and Herts., and also in the Bucks.-Northants. area, where it is almost always red-surfaced, and sometimes large.
The distribution reflects the date; it certainly begins in the late 1st century BC (Welwyn Garden City; Grubs Barn; Welwyn grave C) and is common in burials and settlements of the first half of the 1st century AD. It is not found in the 1st century BC burials at Lexden, with A2 pedestal urns, but it is found with the A5 form. The Sheepen examples run from thick native ware in Period I, pre-43, to others in Roman grey ware, without the form changing, and a post-conquest date is found elsewhere (Hacheston; the El-1 is one of the few grog-tempered pieces there; Richborough). Much of the Zone 8 production is mid-1st century AD, in the red-surfaced grog, as well as in local fabrics that do not use grog. The Dorton pot is 1st century BC, but anomalous with its extra cordon, and grey.

Note:
the Boxford pot 1966 no.6 is inaccurate in the published drawing. There is no bulge between waist and carination;
the Canewdon large pot [712] is anomalous in its size, but has a pedestalled form, F3-3;
see also the pedestalled form, F3-1.